
EXCURSION RATIONALE 
 
Gallery: Sophie Gannon Gallery 
 
Exhibition: Michael Muir- Corner Shops 
 
Class: Year 9/10 in Visual Arts 
 
From this exhibition, I want my students to gain an understanding of 
colour, space, balance and the ways in which artists can create a 
composition without having to use literal imagery. I want the students to 
be able to draw links between what they are seeing and why the brain is 
able to comprehend the composition, when there is very little formal 
structure to any of his works. 
 
While consulting with the museum educator, I will explain to him/her that 
I would love if they could talk about Muir’s intentions behind creating the 
artworks and explain why it is important to recognize that he has used no 
lines, just colour. The gallery educator should give the students some 
background on Muir and explain where he sources his inspiration. I will 
also expect the elements and principles to be discussed, as well as some 
of the aesthetical qualities of the artworks. 
 
OBJECTIVES FOR LESSON SEQUENCE 
 
Excursion extension activities: Go home and write a brief profile on Muir 
and reflection on exhibition.  
 
Lesson 1: Discussion on artwork elements and principles from exhibition- 
make sure students understand the style. Compare and contrast with 
other artists of similar style such as Howard Arkley. Basic experimentation 
with colour mixing, blending eitc. Give students half an image, get them 
to complete other half of it in style of Muir and Arkley. 
Extension activities: Take photos of exterior of your house/ Print at A4. 
 
Lesson 2: Trace over images lightly into folios. Start experimentation with 
colour’s using drawings/ explore shapes and space and to find out which 
methods work best to create interesting and realistic artworks. 
Extension activities: Further experimentation with paint. 
 
Lesson 3: Introduce facial exploration task. Class discussion and question 
time. Continue with last weeks task, more detail and refinement/ explore 
shading and tone using darker shades of paints (rather than blacks or 
greys.) 
Extension activities: Take photo of themselves or important family 
member- experiment with light on face to change look of image. Print 
photo. 
 
Lesson 4: Trace image into book/ split face into sections using different 
light areas. Start working towards creating a final composition.  
Extension activities: Work more on facial artwork; start to choose what 
the final outcome will look like. 
 
Lesson 5: Get students to do a 2-3 minute presentation to each other in 
small groups to gather feedback and advice on artworks. Get students to 
justify why they have made the artworks the way they have/ why colours 
are placed in certain spots etc. Refinement of artworks and time for 
questions with teacher. Choose one artwork to do as final. 
Extension activities: Finalise choice of artwork, write annotations as to 
why it was chosen (colour choice and use of tone within artwork). Start 
working on final by drawing onto separate A3 page. 
 
Lesson 6: Finish painting artwork. Write 100 word summary as to why it 
was painted the way it was using artistic language, including elements 
and principles. 
Extension activities: Finalise folio for submission. 
 
LINKS TO CURRICULUM 
AUSVELS- The Arts- Level 9/ 10- Learning focus 
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